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Chapter 1 
General Introduction
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1.3  Melatonin
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1.5  Costs for late chronotypes: ‘Social jetlag’
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1.1 The human circadian system 

Due to the rotation of the earth around its axis in approximately 24 hours (slightly varying 
across the year due to the elliptical orbit around the sun and the oblique axis of the Earth 
relative to the orbital plane), most organisms that live on Earth have to deal with the never 
ending sequences of day and night. To predict these day and night changes, almost every 
species has evolved an internal endogenous ‘biological clock’ which generates rhythms of 
about 24 hours, which are called ‘circadian rhythms’. The biological clock of humans and many 
other mammals is located in the central nervous system in the medial basal hypothalamus, 
saddling on the optic chiasm, in the Suprachiasmatic Nucleus (SCN). From the SCN peripheral 
clocks throughout the brain and the body are synchronised via the autonomic nervous 
system (see figure 1). In diurnal mammals, the SCN normally sets the preferred timing for 
sleep at night and activity during daytime and synchronizes other endogenous circadian 
rhythms, such as rhythmically released hormones like melatonin from the pineal gland (see 
next paragraph ‘melatonin’), ACTH from the pituitary gland, and corticoids from the adrenal 
gland. These hormones also contribute to the (circadian) synchronisation of a multitude 
of other physiological and psychological functions. Melatonin and other time signals like 
food availability and systemic cues, provide feedback to the SCN (see figure 1). In order 
to keep the SCN entrained to the natural alternation of light and darkness, it needs to be 
synchronized daily. Therefore the SCN is influenced by ‘zeitgebers’. The term ‘zeitgeber’ was 
first used by Jürgen Aschoff and is defined as an external cue that can entrain or synchronize 
a biological clock (Aschoff 1954). The most important zeitgeber for the SCN is light (reviewed 
in Meijer and Schwartz 2003, see also paragraph ‘light and the human clock’). In the absence 
of zeitgebers, the SCN will ‘free-run’ with its own endogenous period. Therefore the SCN 
needs to be adjusted daily to the 24-hour light-dark schedule. This adjustment of period and 
phase of the SCN under the influence of the light-dark cycle is called ‘entrainment’.
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of circadian regulation in the human body. Source: Max-Planck Istitute 
of Biophysical Chemistry

 

1.2 Light and the human clock

The human clock and therefore also its output markers are highly influenced by light. Light 
enters the body via the eye where it hits photoreceptors which are located in the retina 
(see Figure 2). These photoreceptors contain photopigment molecules which are linked to 
ion channels. They respond to light exposure by capturing a photon and by changing their 
3-dimensional configuration. This leads to a change in the influx of ions in the respective 
photoreceptor cell and thereby in the membrane voltage difference of the cell. Depending 
on the photoreceptor cell type, this in turn leads to action potentials in the cell itself or 
in downstream cells that respond to the electrical changes in the photoreceptor cell. 
Although rods and cones (the classical photoreceptors specialized for vision) do contribute 
to the translation of the light signal to the SCN, they are not absolutely required. The most 
important photoreceptors for the clock are a subset of specialized photosensitive retinal 
ganglion cells (pRGC’s, Berson et al. 2002, Hattar et al. 2002, Hattar et al. 2003, Hatori and 
Panda 2010), since entrainment to light is lost when these cells are not present (Hatori 
et al. 2008). These pRGC’s contain the photopigment melanopsin, which contributes 
to the process of entrainment. When the melanopsin gene is knocked-out, entrainment 
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is partially lost, showing that rods and cones do contribute to entrainment (Hattar et al. 
2003). Melanopsin is particularly sensitive to short wavelength/blue light (see also section 
‘sensitivity of the circadian system to blue light’). pRGC’s have connections to the SCN via 
the retinohypothalamic tract (reviewed in von Schantz et al. 2000). When the SCN neurons 
are activated in response to light, a cascade of reactions eventually leads to the expression 
of mPER1 (Reppert & Weaver 2002). The mPER1 clockgene will influence the so-called 
transcription translation feedback loop (TTFL, reviewed in Bell-Pedersen et al. 2005) of cell 
clockgenes and will in this way adjust the rhythmic pattern of SCN activity to light. Cells in 
the SCN will immediately start to fire when the animal is exposed to light, no matter if it is 
day or night, and light can therefore acutely inhibit or stimulate secretion of hormones. See 
next paragraph. 

Figure 2. A magnification of photoreceptors in the retina and the location of the ‘photoresponsive 
retinal ganglion cells’ pRGC’s.  A small population of these widely dispersed pRGC’s, projects to the 
SCN. pRGC’s are light responsive because of the protein melanopsin (not shown). They also receive 
input from rods and cones through bipolar bipolar (B) and amacrine (A) cells. Source: Hatori & Panda 
2012
 

1.3 Melatonin

Melatonin is a hormone synthesized from tryptophan and is mainly produced and secreted 
by the pineal gland. The synthesis of melatonin occurs exclusively during the evening & 
night (except for individuals with extreme clock phases), which is the reason that melatonin 
is also called ‘hormone of the night’. Melatonin concentration in the body starts to rise 
in the evening, peaks during the night, and starts to decline again in the early morning. 
This rhythmic melatonin synthesis is directly regulated by the SCN. During the day the SCN 
inhibits the production of melatonin by inhibiting the firing rate of the paraventricular 
nucleus (PVN). At night the firing rate of the SCN is much lower and therefore this inhibition 
stops. Then the PVN stimulates the pineal gland to produce melatonin (reviewed in Buijs et 
al. 2003). Although individual differences in melatonin rhythms and patterns can be large, 
within individuals the pattern is quite stable from day to day (Klerman et al. 2002, Revell et 
al. 2005b, Burgess et al. 2015). Therefore the onset of melatonin secretion is considered 
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to be one of the most reliable markers of the phase of the human biological clock (Lewy 
et al. 1989 & 1999, Klerman et al. 2002, Revell et al. 2005b, Arendt 2005, Van Someren & 
Nagtegaal 2007, Benloucif et al. 2008).  
 
The influence of light on the clock can be seen through phase shifts of physiological 
circadian rhythms, like the rhythm of melatonin. This phase shift of the melatonin rhythm 
can be measured with different markers (Lewy et al. 1999), of which the time at which the 
melatonin concentration starts to rise in very low light intensities <10 lux is called the ‘dim 
light melatonin onset’ (DLMO) and is known as the most reliable one (Lewy et al. 1980, 
1985). Many studies have found that light in the morning induces a phase advance of DLMO 
(Dijk et al. 1989, Buresova et al. 1990, Samková et al. 1997, Gordijn et al. 1999, Danilenko 
et al. 2000, Revell et al. 2005a) whereas light in the evening induces a phase delay of DLMO 
(Kräuchi et al. 1997, Gordijn et al. 1999, Zeitzer et al. 2000, Gronfier et al. 2004). There 
are also some indications that light during the day can stimulate the melatonin production 
during the night (Park & Tokura 1999, Takasu et al. 2006). This may contribute to sleep 
consolidation and it might (through feedback mechanisms) increase the amplitude of the 
clock signal of the SCN. Chapters 3, 5 and 7 will address this topic. 

1.4 Individual differences in sleep/wake rhythms 

Sleep patterns vary widely among the human population as demonstrated by the broad 
distribution of the midpoint of the sleep episode on free days (MSF, Roenneberg et al. 2003, 
2004, 2007; Zavada et al. 2005). Probably, the industrialization and artificial lighting are 
most responsible for this broad distribution in human sleep habits. It has indeed been found 
that sleep/wake rhythms become less variable when humans sleep in natural light-dark 
conditions (Wright et al. 2013).
  
There are many people (74% of the adult Dutch population) who sleep and wake up 
later during weekends than during the workweek (Gordijn et al. Dutch sleep database 
unpublished). Despite this fact, work and school schedules typically start early in the day. 
Therefore, these schedules may lead to a mismatch of endogenous circadian rhythms 
and external environmental rhythms (Zavada et al. 2005, Roenneberg et al. 2007). Late 
sleep onsets (controlled by the endogenous clock, SCN) combined with early wake times 
(controlled by the external social clock) will also lead to an accumulation of a substantial 
sleep deficit during the work week in late chronotypes. This is reflected by difficulty in waking 
up (Giménez et al. 2010, van der Werken et al. 2010), being alert at school (van der Vinne, 
Zerbini et al. 2015) and work, and in health problems (Wittman et al 2006, Morgenthaler et 
al. 2007, Phillips 2009, Rüger & Scheer 2009). The next paragraph will address the causes 
and consequences of these health problems.
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1.5 Costs for late chronotypes: ‘social jetlag’ 

Shifting sleep and activity patterns between work days and free days because of social 
demands has been termed ‘social jetlag’ (Roenneberg 2004, Wittman et al 2006). ‘Social 
jetlag’ can be quantified by calculating the absolute difference between mid-sleep on 
workdays (MSW) and mid-sleep on free days (MSF): ΔMS= [MSF-MSW] (Roenneberg 2004). 
Because the MSF of late chronotypes is later than their MSW, social jetlag would be higher 
in late than in early chronotypes. Indeed, sleeping late is highly and positively correlated 
with social jetlag at least in Germany/ Austria/Switzerland (Wittman et al 2006) and in the 
Netherlands (Gordijn et al. Dutch sleep database unpublished, see figure 3).

Figure 3. The relationship between social jetlag and sleep timing. Black circles are derived from Gordijn 
et al. Dutch sleep database (unpublished). deltaMS= social jetlag= mid-sleep time on free days – mid-
sleep time on workdays. MSFsc= mid-sleep time on free days, corrected for accumulated sleep debt 
on workdays. N=8063, R2= 0.88.

Not only is being a late chronotype related to all kinds of physical health problems 
(Wittman et al. 2006, Morgenthaler et al. 2007, Phillips 2009, Rüger & Scheer 2009), it is 
also related to mental health problems; for example, late chronotypes report psychological 
and psychosomatic disturbances more often than intermediate or early chronotypes do 
(Mecacci and Rocchetti 1998, Gianotti et al. 2002). In addition, late chronotypes experience 
more mental exhaustion and show higher depression scores (Chelminski et al. 1999, Gianotti 
et al. 2002, Takeuchi et al. 2002, Wittman et al 2006). Wittman and colleagues (2006) 
found that these correlations between chronotype and health status are highest for young 
people between 14-25 years. This may be due to the fact that adolescents tend to be later 
chronotypes than other age groups (Carskadon et al. 1999, Roenneberg et al. 2004, 2007). 
Furthermore, late chronotypes consume more stimulants (alcohol and coffee) and are more 
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often habitual smokers than are early chronotypes (Adan 1994, Mecacci & Rochetti 1998, 
Thaillard 1999, Wittman et al. 2006, Wittman et al. 2010).  
By definition, social jetlag is minimal in people who have approximately the same sleep 
timing on work- and free days.  Since this is not the case for the majority of the population, 
many people may suffer from social jetlag.  A large number of people in the population could 
therefore theoretically benefit from earlier sleep timing on free days. One way to achieve 
this is through advancing the biological clock, thereby advancing endogenous circadian 
rhythms including the melatonin rhythm, and sleep.  

A study in Groningen showed that both extremely early and extremely late types (the latter 
probably resembling DSPS patients) are sensitive to the phase advancing properties of light, 
if scheduled at the individual’s optimal phase in the morning (Gordijn et al. 2006). Light 
exposure in the morning is often proposed as the most effective method to treat a delayed 
sleep phase (Barion & Zee 2007, Morgenthaler et al 2007, Bjorvatn & Pallesen 2009). 
However, the optimal parameters for light therapy to have the best treatment outcome 
have not been identified. The next paragraph as well as chapter 2 and 3 of this thesis will 
address and test potential parameters to optimize light therapy. 

1.6 Potential parameters to optimize light therapy

As mentioned in the paragraph on ‘light in the human clock’, the pRGC’s, containing the 
photopigment melanopsin, are most important for the entrainment of the human clock to 
light. pRGC’s are particularly sensitive to blue light (Berson et al. 2002, Hattar et al 2002, 
Hattar et al. 2003). Indeed, many studies report that the clock system is most sensitive for 
short wavelength light of 440-490 nm (blue) seen in both light-induced phase shifts as well 
as light-induced melatonin suppression (Brainard et al 2001, Thapan et al 2001, Lockley et al 
2003, Warman et al 2003, Wright et al 2004).  

pRGCs do not only project to the SCN, but also to the intergeniculate leaflet (IGL) and the 
olivary pretectal nucleus (OPN). Together with the SCN, these areas are associated with 
circadian entrainment, regulation of sleep-wake states, arousal and alertness responses. 
Thus, it is likely that these pRGCs are also responsible for the alerting effects to (blue) 
light (Cajochen et al. 2005, Lockley et al. 2006, Revell et al. 2006, Vandewalle 2007,2013). 
Because the circadian system, as well as the alertness system are so sensitive to blue light, 
light sources with blue light have the potential to be very effective in light therapy. In all 
studies reported in this thesis we made use of blue light sources, namely the portable Philips 
GoLite BLU HF3320 (chapter 2,3), or a blue lightstrip mountable on top of a computer screen 
(280x25 mm2) (chapter 4,5,6) which were both developed by Philips Consumer Lifestyle, 
Drachten, The Netherlands. The effects of these blue lamps were compared to the effects 
of a control condition with standard environmental light (chapter 4), or to conditions with 
other light sources, like a placebo light (amber color) (chapter 3), or to bright light (chapters 
5,6). The circadian system is not only sensitive to a specific colour of light; the individual 
timing, duration and intensity of light are other important factors of light influencing the 
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response of the circadian system. Chapter 2 addresses these factors in more detail and 
presents a test of whether the duration of light exposure can be shortened if these factors of 
light are combined in an individualized optimal way. The final goal of successful light therapy 
to advance sleep in late sleepers, should not only be a successful phase shift of the circadian 
rhythm, but also a successful and stable shift of the sleep/wake rhythm, with preservation 
(or improvement) of performance during the day (chapter 3).

1.7 Light therapy and sleep

One could say that the influence of the mammalian clock is most clearly visible in the 
alternation of the sleep-wake or rest-activity cycle.  Still, sleep itself (as visualized in EEG 
recordings) has hardly been studied in light therapy protocols. 

The theory is that sleep timing and intensity are regulated by two processes (Borbély 1982), 
Daan et al. 1984). The first process, called “S”, represents the need for sleep as it increases 
during waking and dissipates during sleep. S is derived from a physiological variable: the 
slow wave activity (SWA) in the Electroencephalogram (EEG) of non-REM slow wave sleep 
(SWS). It is assumed that S gradually increases during wakefulness. When S reaches a 
certain threshold during wakefulness, this triggers sleep onset. After falling asleep, S will 
gradually decrease towards a lower threshold, which induces awakening. The thresholds, 
called process C, are influenced by the SCN which drives their circadian oscillations (see 
also figure 4). Under normally entrained conditions, the trigger to go to bed results from a 
combination of an increasing sleep pressure during waking and the declining threshold in 
the evening. Similarly, awakening results from the combination of a declining need for sleep 
and an increasing wake threshold. 

Figure 4. The 2-process model of sleep regulation (Borbély 1982, Daan et al. 1984). S (vertical axis) 
represents the need for sleep.  It increases during waking (W) and decreases during sleep (S). Its 
variation is restricted to a range of values determined by the circadian process C (dotted lines), which 
is not constant over time but varies with the time of day. 
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Because of these sleep regulating processes, two mechanisms can be proposed to explain 
the impact of light on sleep quality. Stimulation of the SCN (Process C) by light during the 
day may lead to a more pronounced day-night signal which may in turn lead to a more 
robust sleep-wake rhythm with consolidated sleep. With increased amplitude of the 
electrical discharge rhythm of the SCN, the impact of the SCN on melatonin production 
in the pineal gland is also expected to change. In Chapter 5 it is examined whether the 
melatonin production indeed is affected by extra light during the day. 

The second mechanism by which light can influence sleep regulation is based on the fact 
that light during the day stimulates areas in the brain involved in alertness (with connections 
to sleep areas). This may possibly result in a higher homeostatic sleep drive (Process S) and 
consequently deeper, more consolidated sleep (Mistlberger et al. 2005). Chapter 5 will also 
examine whether the homeostatic sleep drive is affected by extra light during the day. The 
effects of light on alertness during this study have been examined as well and these results 
will be presented in Chapter 6.

With this thesis I would like to gain more knowledge in the optimization of light therapy. 
This knowledge can be used to adjust or boost the circadian clock, improve sleep during the 
night and well-being during the day. At the same time it will reveal which individual (clock) 
characteristics are important for this optimization of light therapy. And finally, in this thesis 
I hope to find some answers to the fundamental questions behind the mechanisms of the 
influence of light on sleep and alertness. 
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